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The Legacy Of The Early
Learn about the rich history of the Filipino American community in Stockton and how it's being preserved by younger generations today.
The legacy of the Filipino American community in Stockton | A three-part series
Harvard Law School is famed for its premier student-run journals, manifold in both scope and speciality. The Harvard Law Record — an independent, student-run, nonpartisan newspaper — is a different ...
The Legacy of Harvard Law School’s ‘Unique’ Student Newspaper
After getting disqualified at the Penn Relays, Bruce Berry made a promise to his down-trodden coach, who slumped away from his athletes while seeking alone time in a packed crowd at Franklin Field in ...
Legacy lives on for track coach who died in pandemic’s early days
Swensen made billions for Yale and revolutionized the way Universities and other nonprofits invest. And he strove to teach everyday people how to invest without getting fleeced by Wall Street.
David Swensen, The Greatest Investor You Maybe Never Heard Of, Leaves Powerful Legacy
The acclaimed actor appeared on "Salon Talks" to discuss representation and directing family film "The Water Man" ...
David Oyelowo on fighting the legacy of colonialism and being told to just "shut up, make movies"
We all know — or should know — that legacies persist. That's why we call them legacies. They have persisted. But some of us are in denial of the power of legacies. In particular, one called systemic ...
OPINION: Beware of the legacy of racism, and more so the legacy of GOP denial
Spoilers are ahead. TV shows are naturally in the business of keeping you tuned in for more episodes. And the superhero series Jupiter’s Legacy was never going to get Netflix viewers to let the ...
Behold! All The Holes In Jupiter’s Legacy’s Explanation Of How The Union Got Their Powers
Michael Collins never had the opportunity to walk on the moon, but his legacy will forever be a part of the golden era of the space age. Collins, who died Wednesday at the age of 94, served as the ...
Remembering the legacy of a hero
Always keen to defer attention to other collaborators and colleagues, Boberg seldom took credit for his transformative work at NMSU.
In three decades with NMSU, Boberg left a legacy of innovation and inspiration
The Richmond City Council honored gospel legend Larry Bland — who passed away late last year after battling cancer.
Richmond street sign dedicated to honor the life and legacy of gospel legend
Illinois men’s head golf coach Mike Small’s list of achievements is long: He is a 2013 Illinois golf Hall of Fame inductee, five-time NCAA Regional Champion and 11-time Big Ten Coach of the Year. He’s ...
Illini of the week: Small continues to build his legacy after sixth straight Big Ten title
Pastor, mentor, mother - Robbin Hardy was all of those things, but COVID-19 cut her work short. She died on April 6 of last year in ...
New Documentary Explores The Controversial Early Days Of 'Sesame Street'
I think it can be agreed that volatility, rather than harmony, was the keynote of the early Manchester community. No doubt this will be recorded.
The legacy of the Yakipaks in Manchester
American Lawyer David Cole, one of Ratner’s most diligent protégées, explained in an article titled “Michael Ratner’s Army” that “it says much about…his legacy that so many of the ...
Ratner for the Defense: the Legacy of a Lefty Lawyer
Merritt first became camp director during a period of intense conflict, which included an early incident of a riot ... “With this legacy my grandfather has left, my family has always talked ...
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Toyo Miyatake and the legacy of internment
Just the legacy that we all left is pretty amazing ... I really realized this is what I wanted to do." The early setback also changed Markowski's perspective on sports and life.
Super-State captain Markowski's legacy shaped by an early setback, and later her will to win
The early release scheme did no such thing ... Tough luck for employees, who must also now bear the costs of Keating’s legacy too.
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